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ABSTRACT

Th3 paper is based on the theory of

fuzzy sets as a mathematical means of des-

cription of speech and langugeiIt is sug-

gested to consider the problem of paramet-

ric representation and following analysis

of speech signals with the purpose of re-

cognizing as a problem of successive tran-

sformations from fuzzy subsets to usual

ones and vice versa and an analysis of ob-

taining results at every step;

INTRODUCiION

The idea to use the theory of fuzzy

sets for_speech recognition was suggested

in I1-5/.Partially it was connected with

difficulties arising with attempts to use

the traditional mathematical methods of des-

cription of speech and landuage,particular-

1y when constructing nonadaptive systems

of speech recognition,i.e. speaker-indepen-

dent specefi recognition systems for an erbi-
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trary speaker which is a carrier of pronun-

ciation norms for given langugeJXPeri-

ments of Klatt and Stevens/El shows that

uncertainty of speech signals in acoustic

field is the main propety of speech.“ the

same time underphonetic decoding linguists

are managing without any complicated ma-

thematical means and even without suffici-

ent current information.The studies on

blind-spectrogram-reading experiments with

various speakers which have been carried .

out over the years on the faculty of Phi'

lology of Moscow State University I?! and

constructions of speech understanding 3175’

tem based on the analysis of phonetician"

'expert'experience with decoding speech

spectrograms confirm our thesislUSins only
general lingustic knowledge on nature of

format Parameters, on intensity of 51811313
and harmonics expert-liguists make succeS'

fully phonetic decoding actually basing on
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fuzzy linguistic variables (for example,

high 1 formantgvery low 2 formant.big to-

tal energy etc.)

FUZZY TRANSFORMATIONS IN SPEECH RECOGNITION

It has been assumed that elements of,

thinking of man would enable to imagine as

fuzzy subsets for which the function of

belonging takes not only 1 or 0 but real

numbers beween O and 1.1m practical sys-

tems of recognition it is not necesary on

the parametric level to try to find some

global decisins and on phonetic level to

obtain unique decision on belonging to a

definite class,but it is possible to ac-

cept several variants of sounds as it is

doing in systems for understanding conti-

nuous speech when forming of phonetic lat-

tices.Remark that uncertainty on the pho-

netic level may be setted using higher

linguistic levels (lexica1;syntactic and.

semantic).Thus extension of uncertainty of

solutions for ill-definable classes of

sounds on lower recognition levels may give

more possibilities for right and reliable

recognition of speech sounds than raising

rigidness of decisionrmaking on the same

levels.

It is possible to describe speech which is

by its nature rather complicated informa-'

tion phenomenon with the help of fuzzy

linguistic variables connected with fea-

tures of prime parameters which in their

turn are results of some objective measu-

0

rings and do not contain fuzzyness.Thus on ‘-

-the stage of prime data reduction of spe- .

ech signal we have direct transformation

from a fuzzy set to an uSual one.“ the

same time labels indicating on belonging

of learning set to suitable classes may be

fuzzy.It means,that classification object

must be going on with taking into account

all of the probable classes.Thus on the

stage of fuzzy classification we have an

inverse transformation from usual subsets

to fuzzy ones.

In the case of data reduction of speech

signals using the notion of usual \‘X- level

subsets fl’ff/jnfld') act} ,we may formulate

the general principle of construction of

acoustic-phonetic processor,which consists

in search of Ot-level which controls passa-

go of speech signals throught some key

schemes for purpose of subsequent proces-

sing.Experimentally d-levels are selected

such i)basic noice of apparatus,stationary

noice and room noice do not stand but

against a background in pauses; ii)there

is information on place of formation of

weak fricative sounds (f,h) when they ap-

pear.As a result we have a direct transfor—

mation from the fuzzy subset of analogic

speech signals to the usual subset of dis-

crete figure codes corresponding to these

analogic signals,i.e. gli) ”fl/{f swhere

(4(0 is a 'fuzzy set of analogic speech

signals 34'" is a set of discrete readings

of parametres representing of a speech sig

nal; £=l,2,... M is a type of parameter;
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d': 1,2,,”4/ is a number of reading.’l‘he fuz-

\ zy deciSion on belonging of these discrete

readings to the nearest samples is descri-

bed in /8/.In the process‘ of work of fuzzy

decision algorithm we have the inverse

transformation from the fuzzy set of dis-

crete readings of parameters representing

of speech signal to an usual subset of hy-

pothesis on pronounced word.

Such transformation may_be realized using

decomposition theorem /9/,which from the

chain of usual subsets 4°C”! C142 C... CAMC

61411

of segments of words with phonetic labels

of acoustically similar families

defined by parametric matrices give us a

fuzzy subset of hypothesis on pronounced
( ) (I!)

word (here 40-41“!“ 41.2, , 4" '4!»
(fl)a“, are phonetic transcription of

acoustically similar words; afflis a phone-

tic label of i-th segment and j-th word;

11 is the word number; N" is length of

phonetic transcription of n-th word.'1‘he

inclusion relation of acoustically similar

words is defined by relative embedding co-

efficient.

DEFINITION 1.By a relative inclusion coef—

ficient A’efrom 49 in I; is meant the maxi-

mal number of coincidence of phonemes in

transcription arranged on the order of ap.

pearence: /fe=/(/fla,le)=m4X(MJ/3afg 5‘
an «v a» («I nu

54’“, Q‘z=ajz,...,aim:4jm.

£4: (2 S... ‘Zm; .1251} 5... ‘1'».

DEFINITION 2.Iet 1464 Cfle‘ be meant that

[PI 5fe2.

The fuzzy subset g of hypotheses on pro-

nounced word defined as follows :fir—‘gflXfl'hl

110

ml- ,. ,

O‘z'fla: moth-flan] _ -
(here the meanings of di for ’4: are such-

that oli>°¢z>m>05n ).!£eanings 04,431,,

havesignificance of related between speech

waveform and nearests samples.-

The following transformation (from a fuzzy

subsets of hypotheses on pronounced word

to a precise belonging of introducted rea-

lization to a definite standard) may be

realized,for example, with regard for syn~

tax and semantics of languge.

On these grounds we may consider the prob-

lem of parametric reprezentation and subse

quent analysis of speech recognition as a

problem of subsequent transformations from

fuzzy subsets to usual ones and vice versa

and analysis of results on each step.Such

transformations may be described using

Galois relations for fuzzy sets /10/.

These theses were used when working out of

acoustic-phonetic and phonologic processor

and hardware-software speech recognition

systems”.
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